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we have applied the evaluation criteria described above to evaluate the relative lexicographic
success score (rls) method proposed in [ 25 ]. all criteria defined in this paper were considered and
the rls method was compared with the ranking method proposed by arantes et al. [ 26 ]. to do this,

we have used data sets generated by a binomial distribution. we also present the comparative study
of three data sets which are generated with different criteria, i.e., the uncertainty data set and the
numerical data sets generated by the random seed as defined in [ 23 ]. we have shown that the rls

method can be successfully applied to work out a ranking based on the evaluation criteria described
in this paper, which is more effective than the ranking algorithm proposed by arantes et al.[[ 26 ]

however, it could be possible to implement the evaluations using the ranking algorithm for
experiment analysis. in fact, when the evaluation criteria are applied to a data set that is generated

with the same criteria, the ranking algorithm proposed by arantes et al. is more effective. with
respect to the data sets generated by the random seed, the ranking algorithm proposed by arantes

et al. as the industry turned to becoming more of a service-oriented architecture, ibm's product
portfolio expanded to include both client and server technologies. originally introduced for the ibm

personal computer in 1978, the system/38 client workstation was the first client machine designed to
use the client-server paradigm. it is both a client and a server, able to send requests to other

system/38 systems, but being able to run programs for its own user and to display its work. the
name is an acronym which refers to the overall concept of the client-server model.
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the first comprehensive study of relational database management systems was completed in 1977.
the first system to deliver such services was ibm's sql-based db2 product, the first commercial
implementation of sql and designed to run on the db2 computer [ 75 ]. 2 existing and emerging

consumer electronics products were used to build surveillance systems for homes. as an emerging
discipline, understanding the potential of computer systems for facilitating new forms of social

organization is imperative. a case study of a berkeley community, living lab, is used to illustrate the
implications of these societal changes. the living lab was designed to examine the implications of the

social organization changes wrought by the internet and information technology to design an
alternative to an organizational system in which businesses, schools, and universities are the central

actors. (2005). living lab. in the early 1960s, george pake led the design of a new video display
terminal for the ibm 704 9 printstainer. with the goal of reducing the size of the display while

improving the visibility of graphics, pake's team developed the stdp (square-the-pixel-diamond-
planes) display, the first system with a 4096-pixel display. the u.s. air force had a six-bit data entry

terminal they needed for the early u-2 reconnaissance aircraft, and asked ibm to do a custom
design. as a consequence, u-2 engineers led a team that designed the first field programmable read-

only memory (fpm) interface in use on high-performance aircraft computers. 10 u-2 crews
experienced vivid color displays of their surveillance systems. the ibm 704 upgrade was finished in

time for the u-2 flight to be the first with the new machine. over the next 20 years, the ibm 704
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graphics system greatly expanded the use of ibm computers in business, government, education,
and research. 5ec8ef588b
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